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Abstract

Background: PET imaging of 90Y-microspheres distribution following
radioembolisation is a challenging task due to the count-starved statistics from
the low branching ratio producing e+/e− pairs during 90Y decay. The recent PET
systems using silicon photo-multipliers technology has shown better 90Y image
quality compared to photo-multiplier tubes. The aim of the present study was to
quantitatively evaluate the impact of 90Y imaging conditions and reconstruction
parameters on the dosimetry calculations using a digital photon counting PET.

Methods: Quantitative PET and dosimetry accuracy were evaluated using two
uniform cylindrical phantoms specific for PET calibration validation. A body
phantom with an 9:1 hot sphere-to-background ratio was scanned at different
activity concentrations of 90Y. Reconstructions were performed using OSEM
algorithm with varying parameters. Time-of-flight and point-spread function
modellings were included in all reconstructions. Absorbed dose calculations were
carried out using Voxel S-Values convolution and were compared to reference
Monte Carlo simulations. Dose-volume histograms and root-mean-square
deviations were used to evaluate reconstruction parameter sets. Thanks to
listmode data, datasets for phantoms and patients were rebinned into varying
lengths of time to assess the influence of acquisition duration on the calculation
of absorbed dose.

Results: A 2 mm full width at half maximum post-reconstruction Gaussian filter
size can be used for image reconstruction, keeping the same accuracy as when no
filter is applied for dosimetry purposes and reducing noise. Larger filter sizes
should not be used. An acquisition duration of more than 10 min/bed reduces
image noise but has no significant impact in the quantification of phantom and
patient data for the digital photon counting PET. 3 iterations with 10 subsets
was found suitable for large spheres whereas 1 iteration with 30 subsets could
improve dosimetry for smaller spheres.

Conclusion: The choice of iterations and subsets combination depends on the
size of the spheres. However, one should be careful on this choice, depending on
the imaging conditions and setup. This study can be useful in this choice for
future studies for more accurate 90Y post-dosimetry using a digital photon
counting PET.

Keywords: Radioembolisation; Digital photon counting; PET; Dosimetry; Monte
Carlo simulation

1 Background
Liver radioembolisation or selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT) is an intra-

arterial method used in clinical practice to treat unresectable hepatic malignan-
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cies [1, 2]. Currently, SIRT can be performed either with 90Y or 166Ho microspheres.

During 90Y-SIRT, the high energy β- emitter 90Y particles which are encapsulated

in resin or glass microspheres, are administered through selected branches of the

hepatic artery which feed the tumours. This method ensures a regional biodistri-

bution of the 90Y-microspheres delivering a highly localised absorbed dose to the

perfused regions, sparing nearby organs at risk and healthy tissues with the ad-

vantage of a negligible radiation burden to both non-embolized portions and extra-

hepatic tissues. The 90Y-SIRT method is widely used owing to its clinical efficacy

and relative safety [1–5].

At present, the prediction of the biodistribution of 90Y-microspheres is gener-

ally performed using 99mTc-labelled macro-aggregated albumin (MAA), prior to

treatment. However, 99mTc-MAA biodistribution does not always match with post-

therapy 90Y-microspheres distribution [6–9] and radionuclide biodistribution as-

sessment must be performed following treatment either by single-photon emission

computed tomography (SPECT) or positron emission tomography (PET). This as-

sessment is mainly done to prevent any complication related to possible extrahepatic

deposition of microspheres and determine the intrahepatic microspheres distribution

over the perfused tumorous and non-tumorous liver tissue.
90Y SPECT imaging exploits bremsstrahlung gammas, with various published

energy windows [10] and has been used for post-SIRT treatment evaluation [11].

However, SPECT suffers from noise and challenging quantitative analysis. Alterna-

tively, 90Y PET imaging exploits a minor positron decay [12–17]. In 2004, Nickles et

al. [18] first exploited this property to show the distribution of the regional absorbed

dose delivered by 90Y therapies using PET, although difficult and time-consuming

due to the count-starved statistics for annihilation photons. Activity distribution

assessment after 90Y-SIRT was proved feasible in 2010 by Lhommel et al. [19, 20]

with the help of time-of-flight (ToF) information added on PET/CT systems. Other

studies followed and showed that ToF PET compared to non-ToF PET provided

improved recovery in reconstructed quantitative data [19–25], outperforming at the

same time 90Y bremsstrahlung SPECT [11, 21]. In 2007, Selwyn et al. [16] veri-

fied the branching ratio related to e+/e− pair production during 90Y decay to be

(31.86±0.47)×10−6, following de-excitation from the 0+ excited state of 90Zr. The

latest published value was from Dryák and Šolc [17] in 2020, who measured the

branching ratio to be (32.6±0.4)×10−6.

The recent digital PET systems are equipped with silicon photo-multipliers

(SiPM) technology that replaces conventional photo-multiplier tubes (PMT). They

allow enhanced ToF capability and coincidence timing resolution owing to faster

and more compact electronics [26, 27]. They demonstrate better performances for

sensitivity, spatial resolution, count rates and overall image quality [28–32].

Following literature, assessments for 90Y imaging were performed largely using

criteria based on NEMA guidelines [33] and by evaluating detectability for diagnos-

tic purposes rather than dosimetry calculations. In 2013, Willowson et al. [34] and

Carlier et al. [22] showed that with the help of ToF information, higher detectabil-

ity was reached with a small number of Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximisa-

tion (OSEM) iterations on Siemens Biograph mCT systems. Few studies evaluated

OSEM reconstruction parameters using absorbed dose calculation tools. In 2014,
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Pasciak et al. [35] based on previous findings [22, 34] found that an additional 4.5

mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) point-spread function (PSF) modelling

improved accuracy in absorbed dose distributions using dose-volume histograms

(DVH). In 2018, Siman et al. [36] studied a GE D690 PET/CT and found that 3

iterations with 12 subsets with additional PSF modelling and a 5.2 mm FWHM

post-reconstruction Gaussian filter size provided the least root-mean-square devia-

tion (RMSD) between their experimental and reference DVH.

This study focuses on the use of a DPC (Digital Photon Counting)-PET for
90Y quantification and dosimetry purposes following SIRT. We considered the

fully digital Philips VEREOS PET SiPM system, with a 1:1 coupling between the

lutetium–yttrium oxyorthosilicate (LYSO) scintillator crystals and the SiPM [28],

showing improved timing resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to

conventional PMT-PET [37]. Wright et al. [38–40] showed that DPC-PET detection

of annihilation photons following 90Y-SIRT is feasible, showing concordant visuali-

sation with improved 90Y-to-background contrast of microspheres distribution with

the DPC-PET compared to SPECT and PMT-PET systems.

OSEM reconstruction parameters evaluations from previous studies [22, 34–36]

were performed on PMT-PET systems with ToF resolutions around 550 ps. There-

fore, suggested parameters in literature might not be suitable for the DPC-PET with

a ToF resolution around 300 ps [28–30], due to the dependence of the convergence

of OSEM-based algorithms to the ToF information [37]. Moreover, implementa-

tions of OSEM-based algorithms differ within systems and the OSEM algorithm

implemented in the DPC-PET is based on listmode data, instead of sinograms,

and use spherically symmetric volume elements to model the image, instead of vox-

els [41, 42].

In this study, we investigated the accuracy of 90Y DPC-PET by the evaluation of

OSEM reconstruction parameters and acquisition duration to estimate the absorbed

dose distribution based on DVH [43], as proposed by Siman et al. [36].

2 Materials and methods
In order to evaluate the accuracy of image-based absorbed dose estimations from
90Y DPC-PET, 3 phantoms were selected and used in various conditions. Acquired

PET images were used as input activity maps to compute the absorbed dose distri-

butions and DVH. Obtained dosimetry were compared to reference absorbed dose

distributions computed with Monte Carlo and the impact of several parameters, vol-

umes of interest (VOI), activity levels, reconstruction parameters and acquisition

duration, were evaluated. In the following subsections, we describe 1) the phantoms,

2) the acquisition and reconstruction parameters, 3) the algorithms used to com-

pute the absorbed dose, 4) the figures of merit and 5) the clinical application using

several patient image datasets acquired on the same DPC-PET following 90Y-SIRT

treatment.

2.1 Phantoms and activities

A 6800 mL uniform cylindrical phantom (Ph1) and a 300 mL fillable insert in a

cylindrical phantom (Ph2), were used for validation of quantitative recovered data

following PET calibration for 90Y, as shown in Figures 1A and 1B, respectively.
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A NEMA IEC body phantom (Ph3) in Figure 1C, was then used for quantitative

measurements for dosimetry evaluations, consisting of a background compartment

of approximately 9700 mL, a lung insert and an insert with six fillable spheres of

varying diameters of 10, 13, 17, 22, 28 and 37 mm. The corresponding nominal

volumes of the spheres ranged between 0.52 and 26.52 mL. This choice of phantoms

allowed to know the reference activities and to compute the reference absorbed dose

distributions for various VOI sizes.

Prior to phantom preparations, a volume of 100 µL diethylenetriaminepentaacetic

acid (DTPA) at a concentration of 5 mg.mL−1 was added to two vials containing

2850 MBq of 90YCl3 in 1.03 mL solution, each. This was done to prevent the known

effect of adsorption of 90YCl3 on the inner PMMA walls of plastic phantoms which

may negatively affect PET quantitative imaging studies [44]. Prepared syringes used

for filling Ph1, Ph2 and Ph3 were flushed several times to make sure all the activity

has been injected in different phantom parts. All syringes were also measured for

residual activities and accounted in activity calculations.

Cylindrical phantoms, Ph1 and Ph2. Ph1 was filled with 2130 MBq of 90YCl3 in

water. The 300 mL water insert in Ph2 was filled with a total activity of 540 MBq

of 90YCl3 in a cold water background. The reference initial activity concentrations

(ACref ) measured with a dose calibrator were 0.31 MBq.mL−1 and 1.83 MBq.mL−1

at injection, for Ph1 and Ph2 insert, respectively.

NEMA IEC body phantom, Ph3. A stock solution was prepared for filling the

spheres by injecting 225 MBq of 90YCl3 in 100 mL of water. An activity of 2355

MBq of 90YCl3 was added to the 9700 mL water background. The ACref in the

spheres and background compartment were 2.25 MBq.mL−1 and 0.24 MBq.mL−1

at injection, respectively. A sphere-to-background ratio (SBR) of 9:1 was obtained,

close to like in the QUEST study [44].

Image acquisitions for all phantoms were performed over six consecutive days

(two radioactive periods) to account for the response of the PET with decreasing

activity concentrations. Markers were placed to allow for reproducible placement of

the phantoms between daily scans. Data acquisitions were performed in listmode

format. The acquisition durations were 30 minutes per bed (min/bed) for both Ph1

and Ph2 and 15 min/bed for Ph3.

All image reconstructions were performed with ToF information and using relaxed

List Mode Ordered Subset Expectation Maximisation (LMOSEM) algorithm [41]

implemented on Philips PET systems, with isotropic voxels of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3. They

were post-treated with a regularised version of the Richardson-Lucy algorithm for

resolution recovery [45, 46] with the default recommended parameters of the PSF

modelling (1 iteration and 6 mm regularisation kernel) which provide reasonable

contrast recovery without noticeable Gibbs artefacts [42, 47].

Listmode data for Ph1 and Ph2 were reconstructed with Recon1, the default clin-

ical setup recommended by Philips, see Table 1. Several parameters were compared

for Ph3. The number of iterations were fixed to 1, 2 or 3 to limit image noise am-

plification. The number of subsets were varied with 10, 20 or 30 subsets to cover

the range of suggested number of subsets in previous studies [22, 34–36, 44, 48–61].
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Post-reconstruction Gaussian filters were applied with varying sizes between 0 (no

filter) and 8 mm FWHM with increments of 2 mm. In total, 45 combinations for

reconstructions were compared for Ph3. Reconstruction parameter sets suggested

from literature were also tested, Recon2 [36] and Recon3 [22, 34, 35], see Table 1.

Reconstruction parameter sets are denoted i3s5-2mm for example for 3 iterations

with 5 subsets and a 2 mm FWHM post-reconstruction Gaussian filter.

Reconstruction
parameter set

Iterations Subsets
Gaussian filter
(mm @ FWHM)

PSF ToF

Recon1 3 5 2 Yes Yes
Recon2 3 12 5.2 Yes Yes
Recon3 1 21 5 Yes Yes

Table 1 Parameter sets used for listmode data reconstructions.

Finally, thanks to listmode data, datasets for Ph3 were rebinned into varying

acquisition durations, from 5 to 15 min/bed, in order to evaluate the impact of the

counts statistics and investigate if shorter acquisition durations might be used.

2.2 Absorbed dose computation

Monte Carlo simulations were used to estimate the reference absorbed dose distribu-

tions in the 3 phantoms according to the known ACref at injection. These reference

absorbed dose distributions were compared to the ones that can be estimated from

the 90Y PET images. These image-based absorbed dose computations were per-

formed with Voxel S-Values (VSV) kernel based convolution method considering
90Y PET images as input activity maps, as it can be done in clinical conditions.

Reference absorbed dose. Monte Carlo simulations were performed with the Geant4

Application for Tomographic Emission (GATE) platform 9.0 [62, 63] using GEANT4

10.5 [64]. The geometry, dimensions and material composition of each phantom

were modelled. The modelled geometry for Ph3 is shown in Figure 1D. The physics

list named emstandard_opt4 was used[1]. It contains the GEANT4 most accurate

standard and low-energy models for electromagnetic processes recommended for

medical applications [65]. Range production cuts were set to 1 mm for electrons

and photons in the whole geometry. In GEANT4, it means that secondary particles

are only created and tracked when their expected range in the current material

is larger than this distance. No variance reduction technique was used. The β-

radioactive sources of 90Y were simulated by homogeneous generic ion sources in

each sphere and the background compartment. The absorbed dose was scored with

2× 2× 2 mm3 voxels sizes. About 6× 105 primary particles were used to reach less

than 1% statistical Type-A uncertainty in all VOI of the different phantoms. Final

absorbed dose values were scaled according to the known accumulated activities in

all injected regions.

Image-based absorbed dose. Absorbed dose distributions were computed from the

PET images with DOSIsoft® (Cachan, France) with the VSV dose kernel con-

volution algorithm following the MIRD formalism [66–68]. The VSV convolution

approach was chosen instead of the Local Deposition Method (LDM) also available

[1]See https://geant4.web.cern.ch/node/1731
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in the software. It is considered as a compromise between more simplified calcu-

lation models and Monte Carlo calculations and allows to achieve better absorbed

dose distribution information in the clinical environment [67–71].

Partition model. Mean absorbed dose estimations were also performed with the

simplified MIRD formalism (DMIRD) for 90Y, using the partition model [72], ac-

cording to:

DMIRD =
A(GBq)

M(kg)
× 49.67 (1)

where A is the total activity at injection in each VOI and M is the mass of the

VOI.

2.3 Dosimetry-based figures of merit

VOI were defined on the CT images of the different phantoms, as the whole volume

for Ph1 and as the cylindrical contour for the insert in Ph2. For Ph3, spherical VOI

were defined for the 6 spheres using the exact internal diameter of each sphere.

The DVH of each sphere, were computed as suggested in [36]. The reference

Monte Carlo and image-based VSV DVH are denoted DVHMC
ref and DVHV SV

pet ,

respectively. For each parameter set r used for image reconstruction and sphere

size �, differences between the absorbed dose distributions were evaluated by the

RMSD between their respective DVHMC
ref and DVHV SV

pet , see equation 2.

RMSD�,r =

√

∑N−1
i=0 (DVHMC

ref,�,i
−DVHV SV

pet,�,r,i
)2

N
(2)

with N samples for each corresponding pair of reference and PET-based DVH. In

addition, instead of the NEMA contrast recovery coefficient (CRC) definition [33]

that aims at lesion detection rather than absorbed dose estimation, we used the

mean activity concentration recovery coefficient (RCAC) and the absorbed dose

recovery coefficient (RCDose) for quantitative analysis with decreasing activity con-

centration, see equations 3 and 4.

RCAC,� =
ACpet,�

ACref,�

(3)

RCDose,� =
DV SV

pet,�

DMC
ref,�

(4)

where for each sphere size �, ACpet,� is the mean activity concentration measured

from output PET images, ACref,� is the reference activity concentration (here at

the start of each acquisition), DV SV
pet,� is the PET imaged-based mean absorbed dose

and DMC
ref,� is the mean absorbed dose calculated from the reference Monte Carlo

simulations.
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2.4 Clinical application

The dosimetric impact of reducing PET acquisition duration was investigated on

five patients treated by 90Y-SIRT in our hospital, see Table 2. The initial acqui-

sition duration was 15 min/bed position. Listmode datasets were used to decrease

artificially the acquisition duration down to 10 and 5 min/bed position at the step

of PET images reconstruction. Images were reconstructed using parameters chosen

following phantom data evaluation in this study.

Different VOI were defined by an experimented clinician by manual 3D segmen-

tations of the (1) total liver, (2) perfused liver, (3) tumor and (4) healthy perfused

liver. Figures 1E and 1F depict axial slices of liver VOI segmentations for patients

#2 and #3, respectively. DVH analysis were performed on the different VOI, using

the VSV convolution algorithm implemented in DOSIsoft®.

Patient Sex Age (years) Tumor type Microsphere Injected 90
Y activity (GBq)

#1 M 65 HCC Glass 2.463

#2 F 92 HM Resin 0.716

#3 M 67 HM Resin 0.800

#4 F 16 HCC Resin 1.752

#5 F 67 HM Resin 1.479

Table 2 Patients’ characteristics

HCC Hepatocellular carcinoma, HM hepatic metastases

3 Results

3.1 Cylindrical phantoms Ph1 and Ph2

The first test was a sanity check to evaluate the PET response. Figure 2A de-

picts the measured activity concentrations from reconstructed PET images ACpet,

versus ACref , initially measured with a dose calibrator, for both Ph1 and Ph2.

Measured ACref ranged from 0.08 to 0.29 MBq.mL−1 for Ph1, and from 0.49 to

1.71 MBq.mL−1 for Ph2. The maximum absolute differences between ACpet and

ACref were 0.01 and 0.04 MBq.mL−1 for Ph1 and Ph2, respectively.

Figures 2B and 2C depict the calculated DVH for Ph1 and Ph2, respectively,

according to the computation methods used: DVHMC
ref (reference absorbed dose by

Monte Carlo simulation) or DVHV SV
pet (PET image-based absorbed dose by VSV

convolution). The obtained DVH illustrate the loss of accuracy brought by the use

of images in the calculation of absorbed dose distributions.

Table 3 provides the mean absorbed dose (Dmean), the absorbed dose at 50%

volume (D50) computed with each method and their differences in percent (Diff.

(%)) for both phantoms.

Dose
criterion

Ph1: 6800 mL cylindrical Ph2: 300 mL insert
Ref. MC (Gy) VSV (Gy) Diff. (%) Ref. MC (Gy) VSV (Gy) Diff. (%)

Dmean 15.1 14.3 -5.3 83.7 71.8 -14.2
D50 15.2 13.4 -11.8 89.2 76.4 -14.3

Table 3 Comparison of dose calculation methods through the Dmean and D50 for Ph1 at 0.29
MBq.mL−1 and Ph2 at 1.71 MBq.mL−1.
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3.2 NEMA IEC body phantom Ph3

In this section, we proceed in the comparison of different reconstruction parameters

using DVH and RMSD at ACref equal to 2.18 MBq.mL−1 for Ph3. We also evaluate

the effect of acquisition duration on absorbed dose distributions. The response of

the PET is then evaluated using the RCAC and RCDose for different ACref over

two 90Y radioactive periods following phantom preparation.

3.2.1 Evaluation using DVH

In total, 270 image-based DVHV SV
pet (45 reconstruction parameter sets described

in section 2.1 times 6 sphere sizes) have been computed, and 6 reference DVHMC
ref

corresponding to each sphere have been simulated. For each sphere and each recon-

struction, the DVHV SV
pet has been compared to the DVHMC

ref .

Figure 4 depicts the simulated DVHMC
ref (black curves) for each sphere and the

DVHV SV
pet for 8 reconstructions per sphere (only extremes are depicted: 1 and 3

iterations, 10 and 30 subsets, 0 and 8 mm FWHM filter).

Varying post-reconstruction Gaussian filter. As expected for all spheres, increasing

the filter size reduced the maximum absorbed dose (Dmax) of the DVHV SV
pet , e.g.

between i1s30-0mm and i1s30-8mm or any other corresponding pair in Figure 4. It

could be observed that a too large filter could not be suitable for dosimetry, specially

with decreasing sphere sizes where the area under the curve can be significantly

reduced (comparing cyan and green DVHV SV
pet in Figures 4D, 4E and 4F).

Varying subsets. As expected, increasing the number of subsets had the adverse

effect for all spheres, increasing the Dmax of the DVHV SV
pet , e.g. between i3s10-0mm

and i3s30-0mm or any other corresponding pair in Figure 4. For the largest 28 and 37

mm spheres, 30 iterations compared to 10 iterations favoured noise amplification to

the detriment of intermediate absorbed doses (comparing red and blue DVHV SV
pet ).

Varying iterations. The relationship in varying the number of iterations was less

clear and intuitive than with the number of post-reconstruction filter or subsets. For

spheres > 20 mm (22, 28 and 37 mm), increasing the number of iterations did not

incur significant change in the shape of the DVHV SV
pet or resulted in a slight increase

in the Dmax, e.g. between i1s10-0mm and i3s10-0mm or any other corresponding

pair in Figure 4. Increasing iterations from 1 to 3 did not seem to favour noise

amplification for the biggest spheres. On the other hand, more variations were

observed for spheres < 20 mm (10, 13, 17 mm) using the same comparison, e.g.

between i1s10-0mm and i3s10-0mm.

Equivalent updates. Equivalent number of updates (product of the number of it-

erations and subsets) did not provide the same accuracy in DVHV SV
pet as it would

be expected, e.g. between i1s30-0mm and i3s10-0mm or between i1s30-8mm and

i3s10-8mm.
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3.2.2 Comparison using RMSD

Figure 3A outlines the RMSD between DVHV SV
pet and DVHMC

ref for the 28 mm

sphere as an example, corresponding to 45 reconstructions (9 reconstruction pa-

rameter sets times 5 filter sizes). The figure also shows three additional RMSD

values for Recon1-3 in Table 1. Independently of the combination of iterations and

subsets, the RMSD between DVHV SV
pet and DVHMC

ref were at lowest when no (0

mm), or a 2 mm FWHM post-reconstruction Gaussian filter was applied. Similar

observations were made for all spheres, except for the 22 mm sphere where the Dmax

could be amplified when no filter was applied, and met the ones made in Figure 4

when increasing the filter size.

From the previous findings, we now consider the use of a post-reconstruction

Gaussian filter size of 2 mm FWHM for dosimetry, which can reduce noise in the

reconstructed image by keeping the same accuracy as when no filter is applied.

Figure 3B depicts the RMSD for all spheres obtained for reconstructions with a 2

mm FWHM filter only. Larger variations in RMSD were found for spheres < 20

mm than spheres > 20 mm. For the 10 to 17 mm spheres, i1s30-2mm provided the

smallest RMSD. For the 22 to 37 mm spheres, the smallest RMSD were obtained

using two combinations: i3s10-2mm for both the 22 and 28 mm spheres, and i1s20-

2mm for the 37 mm sphere.

3.2.3 Effect of acquisition duration

Figure 5 depicts the effect of the acquisition duration on the DVHV SV
pet , for the 6

spheres of Ph3. Reconstructions were performed with i3s10-2mm selected from the

previous sections, providing a good compromise in reducing Dmax and providing

more accurate intermediate absorbed doses for the larger spheres (22-37 mm in

Figure 4). The RMSD between DVHV SV
pet for a 15 and a 10 min/bed acquisitions

were 3.2, 8.0, 1.6, 1.8, 23.2 and 19.4 for the 37 to 10 mm spheres, respectively.

These corresponding RMSD increased to 10.1, 12.7, 5.6, 6.8, 43.6 and 24.2, when

comparing a 15 to a 5 min/bed DVHV SV
pet , respectively.

3.2.4 RCAC and RCDose

Table 4 provides a comparison for Ph3 between the Dmean obtained with different

calculation methods (DMIRD, DMC
ref and DV SV

pet , see section 2.2) and their cor-

responding D50, at the image acquisition with the highest ACref equal to 2.18

MBq.mL−1. As expected, DMC
ref decreased with decreasing sphere sizes since the

sphere surface-to-volume ratio increases, leading to more absorbed dose delocali-

sation due to electrons exiting the spherical VOI. Moreover, DV SV
pet dropped when

estimated from the PET image compared to the reference absorbed dose, e.g. from

89.5 Gy to 59.8 Gy for the 17 mm sphere. Dmean and D50 were comparable for each

calculation method.

The previous results were obtained for a given ACref , but results might vary

at other activity levels. Figures 6A and 6B depict the RCAC and RCDose (see

equations 3 and 4) for all the spheres with decreasing ACref , respectively. ACref

ranged between 0.61 and 2.18 MBq.mL−1. All reconstructions were performed with

i3s10-2mm.

Recovery of information is influenced by activity concentration present in the FOV

of the PET. RCAC and RCDose decrease with decreasing ACref in the spheres. On
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VOI DMIRD
Monte Carlo simulations VSV convolution
DMC

ref
DMC

50,ref
DV SV

pet DV SV
50,pet

�10mm 114.2 73.3 66.1 26.8 17.3
�13mm 114.2 81.1 77.4 46.3 45.3
�17mm 114.2 89.5 86.8 59.8 55.9
�22mm 114.2 93.8 95.2 89.2 81.0
�28mm 114.2 97.8 101.1 79.7 80.5
�37mm 114.2 101.8 105.8 80.5 80.0

Table 4 Comparison between absorbed dose estimations for all spheres (�imm). All values in the
table are in Gy.

overall, RCAC and RCDose were comparable for all spheres and ACref . RCDose was

slightly greater than RCAC for most of the corresponding points between Figures 6A

and 6B.

3.3 Clinical application

Figure 7 shows the influence of acquisition duration on the absorbed dose dis-

tributions for post 90Y-SIRT patient acquisitions. Few differences were observed

between DVHV SV
pet calculated from 10 and 15 min/bed acquisitions, for each liver

VOI defined for all 5 patients. The RMSD between 10 and 15 min/bed acquisition

for patient #1 were 0.3, 1.2, 1.5 and 0.9 for the total liver, perfused liver, tumor

and healthy perfused liver VOI, respectively. The corresponding RMSD between 5

and 15 min/bed acquisitions for patient #1 increased to 2.8, 18.3, 12.4 and 24.1,

respectively.

Due to the size of the liver, post 90Y-SIRT patients generally undergo a 2×15

min/bed acquisition in our hospital. The reduction of acquisition durations on the

specific patients studied here seemed to have no significant impact on dosimetry via

DVHV SV
pet . Also, the visual interpretation made by physicians were similar when

comparing 10 to a 15 min/bed patient acquisitions. We can therefore suggest a

reduction of the acquisition duration from 15 to 10 min/bed, performing a total of

20 minutes instead of 30 minutes for 2 bed positions, helping in improving patient

comfort.

4 Discussion
Context. The main goal of this work was to evaluate the influence of imaging con-

ditions and reconstruction parameters using a DPC-PET to improve 90Y dosimetry

calculations. A sanity check was first performed using two cylindrical uniform phan-

toms. A NEMA IEC body phantom was used to evaluate the relaxed LMOSEM

algorithm parameters implemented in Philips reconstruction platforms for PET

imaging. OSEM parameters were varied to find combinations of iterations, subsets

and post-reconstruction Gaussian filter sizes which would provide the least differ-

ence between the DVHMC
ref using GATE and DVHV SV

pet using DOSIsoft® (Cachan,

France). ToF and PSF modellings were considered in all reconstructions without

exception. The acquisition duration was varied by rebinning listmode datasets to

suggest the smallest duration that an image acquisition can be made with acc-

ceptable accuracy degradation using both phantom and patient data. A method

suggested by Siman et al. using RMSD between our DVHMC
ref and DVHV SV

pet was

used. No special intent was made towards improving image quality using NEMA

standards [33] since the goal was to emphasise on the improvement of dosimetry

accuracy.
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Ph1 and Ph2. The DPC-PET provided accurate results with large phantoms, Ph1

and Ph2. Good agreements were obtained between the mean activity concentration

measured in the output PET image, ACpet, and the reference ACref as shown in

Figure 2A, suggesting an adequate calibration of our DPC-PET for 90Y imaging

for the range of activity concentrations studied. However, differences were obtained

in calculations of absorbed dose distributions comparing DVHMC
ref and DVHV SV

pet

as shown in Figures 2B and 2C for Ph1 and Ph2, illustrating the loss of accuracy

brought by the use of the PET images compared to the ideal reference Monte Carlo

simulations. This might be due to the low statistics and noise conditions in which

imaging was performed which could cause heterogeneity in the activity distribution

and therefore in the absorbed dose distribution.

Ph3. The differences in DVHMC
ref and DVHV SV

pet are also depicted in Figures 4, 3

and 5 where the size of the smaller spheres of Ph3 became a limit for good accu-

racy, showing DVHV SV
pet and RMSD which have large variations depending on the

reconstruction parameters used. Siman et al. also showed relative large RMSD be-

tween their reference and PET image-based DVH, illustrating the loss of accuracy

brought by the use of the images. Figures 5E and 5F depict the limit of reducing

acquisition duration for small lesions. RMSD between a 10 to a 15 min/bed acquisi-

tions were significant for the 10 and 13 mm spheres compared to the other 4 larger

spheres. On the other hand, acquisition duration can be reduced to 10 min/bed

using a DPC-PET if the size of the lesion is a least 17 mm in diameter based on

the obtained absorbed dose distributions in this study. The results reported from

phantom to patient data confirmed few differences in DVHV SV
pet between a 10 and

a 15 minutes acquisition duration, as depicted in Figure 7.

Evaluation through DVH. The evaluation of the reconstruction parameters for

dosimetry is necessary from system to system, first owing to different PET perfor-

mances in terms of sensitivity, spatial resolution, counts rates, energy and timing

resolutions [29, 30, 33, 73, 74]. Second, for different reconstruction algorithms, e.g.

the OSEM or Bayesian Penalised Likehood (BPL), where in our case, the imple-

mentations of OSEM-based algorithms vary from one constructor to another, and

third for the very specific configurations of imaging protocols from one hospital to

another.

The choice of a combination of parameters for OSEM reconstructions is not simple

and is specific for one configuration of SBR, ACref , image voxel size and lesion size.

In our study, the variation of iterations limited from 1 to 3 did not have a significant

impact on the calculated absorbed dose distributions, see Figure 4. On the other

hand, varying subsets and the FWHM of the post-reconstruction Gaussian filter had

an impact. The use of 30 subsets could help in improving accuracy in dosimetry

for the small spheres, but could favour noise amplification in the image compared

to 10 subsets. The number of updates, which is the product of the number of

iterations and subsets was not used as objective criteria for evaluation since different

combinations for the same number of updates could provide different results, e.g.

30 updates for both i1s30-0mm and i3s10-0mm in Figure 4.
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Ref. Scanner
Spheres phantom set

SBR
ACref

(MBq.mL−1)
Contrast Activity Dose

Optim.
(Variable parameters)

Werner et al. [48] Biograph Hi-Rez 16 N/A 3.6 - x - -

Van Elmbt et al. [49]
Gemini TF

Gemini Power 16
Ecat Exact HR+

3:1 1.3 - x - -

Bagni et al. [50]
D’Arienzo et al. [51]

Discovery ST 10:1 1.92 - x - -

Willowson et al. [34] Biograph mCT-S(64) 8:1 3.9 x x -
OSEM

(i1, i2, i3,
s14, s21, s24)

Elschot et al. [52] Biograph mCT
1:0
9:1

2.4 x - x -

Carlier et al. [22] Biograph mCT 40 40:1 8.1 - x -
OSEM
(i1, i3)

Attarwala et al. [53] Biograph mCT 40 8:1 2.38 - x -
OSEM

(i1 to i12)

Mart́ı-Climent et al. [54] Biograph mCT-TrueV 5:1 1 x - -
OSEM

(i1, i2, i3,
2mm, 4mm, 6mm)

Pasciak et al. [35] Biograph mCT Flow 3:1 2.2 - - x
PSF at FWHM (mm)

(2 to 12)
Willowson et al. [44]
(The QUEST study)

Various∗ 8:1 N/A - x - -

Strydhorst et al. [55] Biograph mCT 8:1 N/A x - - -
D’Arienzo et al. [56] Discovery ST 8:1 2.28 - x x -

Siman et al. [36] Discovery 690
4:1
13:1

1.6
4.8

- x x
OSEM

(i1 to i12,
0mm, 2.6mm, 5.2mm, 7.8mm, 10.4mm)

Maughan et al. [58]
(The MR-QUEST study)

Biograph mMR∗∗ 8:1 N/A - x - -

Scott and McGowan [59] Discovery 710 8:1 N/A x x - PL
Rowley et al. [57] Discovery 710 8:1 3.3 x - - PL
Seo et al. [60] SIGNA (PET/MR) 4:1 N/A x - - -
Hou et al. [61] Discovery 690 7.5:1 2.45 x x x PL

The present study Vereos DPC 9:1 2.25 - x x

OSEM
(i1, i2, i3,

s10, s20, s30,
0mm, 2mm, 4mm, 6mm, 8mm

5, 10, 15 min/bed)

Table 5 Summary of phantom studies with hot spheres for 90
Y, for several PET/CT and PET/MR systems, SBR and ACref . The four last columns to the right summarise the

type of evaluation done in the different studies. Contrast: Qualitative evaluation using definitions such as in the NEMA NU-2 standards for image quality. Activity: Quantitative
evaluation either based on activity or RCAC estimates. Dose: Quantitative evaluation based on RCDose or DVH. Optim: Studies which aimed at varying reconstruction
parameters to find optimised reconstruction parameters. Only variable parameters for OSEM reconstructions with ToF are described.

∗The QUEST phantom study including 69 PET/CT systems (GE, Siemens, Philips)
∗∗ The MR-QUEST phantom study including 8 PET/MR systems (Siemens)
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DVH comparisons using RMSD. We evaluated the reconstruction parameters us-

ing RMSD comparisons between DVHs as suggested by Siman et al., but this could

not be a relevant criteria for assessing absorbed dose distributions. Variations in

RMSD will be observed depending on the range chosen chosen for calculation, e.g.

D0%-D100%, D10%-D90% and D20%-D80%, as explained by Siman et al. themselves.

We chose to use the whole range (D0%-D100%) in our evaluation even if larger RMSD

would be obtained to include all factors which could affect the dosimetry.

We find that the use of DVH is necessary and enough to make a choice on the re-

construction parameters. However, it depends on the information required (Dmean,

Dmax, D20%, D50%, D80%, etc.), and the size of the VOI. For example, for the

22-37 mm spheres in Figure 4, a compromise can be found between intermediate

absorbed doses, e.g. between D20% and D80%, and the Dmax, where i3s10-0mm (or

i3s10-2mm) can be suitable for reconstruction.

RCAC and RCDose. Owing to the few statistical production of positrons during
90Y decay, PVE and other confounding factors, the RCAC do not reach 100% for

the larger spheres of Ph3, as it can be the case for 18F imaging. This is true for

all 69 PET systems evaluated in the QUEST multicentric study [44] in 2014, for

any kind of reconstruction. No evaluation was performed on any SiPM system in

the QUEST, owing that SiPM PET systems were commercialised as from 2013 for

Philips, 2016 for GE and 2018 for Siemens. Since activity recovery is not reached at

100% for spheres up to 37 mm, the calculation of absorbed dose would be inaccurate

and corrections in the absorbed dose estimation still need to be investigated and

accounted for further post 90Y-SIRT dosimetry. For the largest 28 and 37 mm

spheres, the RCDose were around 0.8, and the DV SV
pet seems to be underestimated

by about roughly 20% if we compare to DMC
ref . The two smallest 10 and 13 mm

spheres have underestimations on the mean absorbed dose which can be greater

than 50%. The latter still suffer from greater PVE due to the spatial resolution

which is around 4 mm FWHM [28–30]. In an attempt to compare to 18F imaging

but for qualitative studies and diagnostic purposes, Salvadori et al. [37] obtained

CRCs which were less than 50% using 1 to 3 OSEM iterations for the 10 mm sphere

on the DPC-PET, showing the limits of small spheres even for high β+ production

statistics.

Absorbed dose calculation. VSV convolution for absorbed dose calculation is based

on pre-calculated kernels by Monte Carlo methods and has been validated and

proved to be clinically suitable for 90Y post-SIRT dosimetry [68]. Monte Carlo sim-

ulations were used in this study but did not aim at replacing dosimetry by clinical

VSV convolution. It was used as a tool to obtain our reference in absorbed dose

distributions. It has not been detailed here, but absorbed dose distributions us-

ing VSV convolution were compared to PET image-based Monte Carlo simulations

where excellent agreements were obtained between them, again illustrating the ma-

jor image degradation coming from the non-ideal PET performance impacting on

the absorbed dose distribution. VSV calculation is fast and clinically feasible for

each patient (approx. 30 seconds per patient).
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Comparison to previous studies. Following the improvements in photon detec-

tion in PET systems, PET/CT is becoming a benchmark for monitoring 90Y

biodistribution following SIRT as it provides improved accuracy for dosimetry.

A number of phantom studies have been performed with 90Y on different PET

systems [22, 34–36, 44, 48–61]. They are summarised in Table 5. Some stud-

ies focused on qualitative and detection performances through image quality re-

ports [34, 52, 54, 55, 57, 59–61], such as the CRC and the background variation

(BV) following the NEMA NU-2 standards and guidelines [33]. Some other stud-

ies focused on a more quantitative evaluation on activity concentrations trough

RCAC [22, 34, 36, 44, 48–51, 53, 56, 58, 59, 61]. Fewer phantom studies focused

on improving dosimetric quantification through RCDose or other dosimetric clinical

routine metrics [35, 36, 52, 56, 61]. Elschot et al. [52] in 2013 showed through DVH

that 90Y dosimetry is more precise for PET than SPECT imaging. Strydhorst et

al. [55] in 2016 showed in their study that the bremsstrahlung radiation had negligi-

ble effects on PET-image image quality using Monte Carlo simulations. D’Arienzo et

al. [56] in 2017 concluded that the post-SIRT dosimetry is possible even in conditions

of low statistics and high random fraction, granted that accurate PET calibration is

performed and acquisition durations are sufficiently long. Pasciak et al. [35] in 2014,

Siman et al. [36] in 2018 and the latest study in 2020 from Hou et al. [61] were the

only studies which suggested optimised reconstruction algorithms parameters using

either, or both, RCDose and DVH estimations on phantoms. However, the suggested

OSEM parameters from Pasciak et al. [35] (i1s21-0mm + 4.5 mm FWHM PSF +

ToF) were different from Siman et al. [36] (i3s12-5.2mm + PSF + ToF) and were

for different PET systems. Hou et al. [61] evaluated reconstructions on GE systems

using a Penalised Likelihood (PL) algorithm.

Limitations. In the present study, we evaluated several DVHV SV
pet for the acquisi-

tion in specific conditions (SBR of 9:1, isotropic image voxel size of 2 mm, ACref

of 2.18 MBq.mL−1). For further investigation, evaluations of DVHV SV
pet should be

made for the different ACref present in the spheres at different imaging times and

also by varying the image resolution, for example for voxels of 4 mm instead of 2

mm here. Evaluations varying SBR would require more experimental data, with a

different experimental setup for each SBR. However, the results presented in our

study can be useful in the choice of OSEM reconstruction parameters for example

in studies such as published by Wei et al. [75], Levillain et al. [76] and Morán et

al. [77] for better accuracy in absorbed dose calculation following 90Y-SIRT using

the DPC-PET.

5 Conclusion
This study aimed at evaluating various parameters for 90Y-PET imaging with a

DPC-PET Philips system for post-SIRT image-based dosimetry. To our knowledge,

no previous study concerning the evaluation of acquisition and reconstruction pa-

rameters through DVHs have been published previously for SiPM PET systems.

On overall, for dosimetry purposes, we recommend to apply a 2 mm FWHM post-

reconstruction Gaussian filter size, which could reduce noise in the reconstructed

image by keeping the same accuracy as when no filter is applied. The selected re-

construction parameter set could be i3s10-2mm for large spheres, but this choice
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depends on the absorbed dose information required. This study can be useful in

the choice of reconstruction parameters using the DPC-PET, depending on imag-

ing conditions for 90Y. The acquisition duration can also be reduced from 15 to 10

min/bed for 90Y-SIRT with acceptable accuracy degradation in the absorbed dose

distribution, improving patient comfort.
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Figure 1 Axial slices of PET/CT images of A: Ph1, B: Ph2 and C: Ph3. D: Geometry of Ph3
modelled in GATE. E and F: Examples of segmentation of liver VOI for patient #2 and patient
#3, respectively.
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Figure 2 Quantitative accuracy of 90
Y acquisitions. A: ACpet against ACref for both Ph1 and

Ph2. B and C: Comparison of DVHV SV
pet (blue lines) to DVHMC

ref
(red lines) for Ph1 at 0.29

MBq.mL−1 and Ph2 at 1.71 MBq.mL−1, respectively.

Figure 3 A: RMSD for all reconstructions for the 28 mm sphere against filter size. B: RMSD
between DVHV SV

pet and DVHMC
ref

against sphere size for reconstructions with a 2 mm FWHM

post-reconstruction Gaussian filter only.
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Figure 4 The DVHV SV
pet for 8 different reconstructions are compared to the DVHMC

ref
(black

curves) for each sphere of Ph3. Sphere sizes are represented in A: 37 mm, B: 28 mm, C: 22 mm,
D: 17 mm, E: 13 mm and F: 10 mm. The x-axis and y-axis in each figure have the same
corresponding limits.

Figure 5 Effect of acquisition duration on DVHV SV
pet for all spheres. A: 37 mm, B: 28 mm, C: 22

mm, D: 17 mm, E: 13 mm and F: 10 mm. The x-axis and y-axis in each figure have the same
corresponding limits.
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Figure 6 Recovery coefficients against sphere diameter for varying ACref over 6 days. A: RCAC .
B: RCDose.

Figure 7 Effect of acquisition duration on DVHV SV
pet for 5 patients.
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Figure 6

Recovery coeffcients against sphere diameter for varying ACref over 6 days. A: RCAC. B: RCDose.
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